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Once upon a time there was a dapper little Goop 
boy who always dressed to the nines, and his 
name was Verislow. Why was he called Verislow?  
Well, he was slow to do just about everything. He 
moved at the pace of a glacier while everyone 
else rushed ahead. Verislow was never worried 
about the passage of time; he didn’t even think 
about it.about it.

If his mother said he had to be home by sunset for 
dinner, he would barely pay attention to the sun 
and when it finally went down and darkness
overtook the sky, Verislow would ponder which 
way to go home and slowly walk there without 
any worries at all. This could be very annoying for 
anyone who awaited Verislow. In fact, there were 
some Goop friends that viewed Verislow as 
downright lazy because he was so slow.

CHAPTER 1
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Verislow rather enjoyed spending time with
Lazileva as she was lazy and never seemed to 
care about how slow he was. One fine day,
VVerislow and Lazileva decided they would meet 
up by the nearby waterfalls that were rumored to 
have elves living beneath them. The idea of elves 
was very intriguing to Verislow. He thought they 
would be fantastically fun to play with and surely 
they must know how to perform magic.

VVerislow told Lazileva that he would meet her two 
hours before sunset in front of the waterfalls. That 
way there would still be some daylight left to
eexplore the falls and perhaps meet an elf or two.  
Lazileva was a bit lazy, but she was very serious 
about wanting to scope out the elves. So she 
made sure to arrive at the waterfalls three hours 
before sunset so that she wouldn’t be late.  

VVerislow set out for the waterfalls with his toy 
boat in hand. He wanted to float it at the bottom 
of the falls. Along the way, he daydreamed about 
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adventures on the high sea. He thought about 
how fun it would be if he could shrink himself 
down and hop into his toy boat and just go
adadventure out into the ocean.  He sat down and 
closed his eyes and imagined that he was caught 
in an ocean storm in his boat and that when the 
storm calmed down, the sun came out and he was 
floating in calm waters surrounded by giant
mushmushrooms. Verislow loved the idea of living in a 
giant mushroom and having little windows and a 
door.  He was deep in his daydream imagining his 
mushroom house when he heard a little voice call 
from afar.

“Verislow, where are you?” the voice echoed.

Verislow opened his eyes and looked around. 
It It was quickly growing dark. He had been
daydreaming for hours. He immediately popped 
up to listen and he heard the voice again.

“Verislow, it is getting dark. I’m leaving!”
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“Oh, that is Lazileva!  Oh no, she must be waiting 
for me at the waterfalls. I had better get there 
soon!”

VVerislow then started walking in the direction of 
the falls. He didn’t run or move very quickly, he just 
calmly ambled along.  By this point Lazileva had 
spent hours alone at the waterfalls. She hadn’t 
seen any elves and she certainly hadn’t seen
Verislow. She was growing tired and frustrated
and as she wasn’t getting a response from
VVerislow, so she decided to leave.

By the time Verislow arrived at the waterfalls,
Lazileva had long since disappeared.  He looked 
around and it was dark, very dark.

“Oh, I guess I took too long to get here,” he said to 
himself.

“You did,” echoed back a tiny voice.
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Verislow looked around but he couldn’t see 
anyone or anything.

“You took a very long time and you missed her,” 
said the voice again.

TThe waterfalls and the trees around them started 
to light up with little white lights. A moonlit glow 
flooded over the falls and suddenly Verislow could 
see everything around him. There were several 
cascading waterfalls and trees with pink twinkling 
lights. There was a grassy bank across from the 
small falls and behind everything were three large 
falls pouring dfalls pouring down buckets of water.

“Verislow, come over here and I will show you what 
it looks like to have time stand still,” said the voice 
again.  It was coming from one of the large falls.

Verislow walked over to the falls and stood staring 
up at it. He still couldn’t see anybody. Then he felt 
someone grasp his wrist and pull. He was yanked 
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right behind the falls where he could hear water 
roaring all around him and feel it spilling over him.  
He felt like he was caught out at sea in an ocean 
storm and he couldn’t escape.
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Verislow could feel torrents of water pouring over 
him. They were so strong that he couldn’t move.  
The hand that had grasped him slipped away and 
soon after the water shriveled to tiny drips until 
there was complete silence. Verislow opened his 
eyes and looked around.  It was daylight and he 
was on a bridge that looked out over a grassy 
ararea with an enormous waterfall that was
surrounded by giant stones protruding from the 
earth.

Each stone resembled a petrified log. Verislow 
didn’t recognize anything. He clutched his little 
boat as he gazed around wishing he hadn’t been 
so slow to meet Lazileva. He heard a whinny and 
turned around to see a stunning white horse with 
a dark head. The horse otioned for Verislow to 
come closer and so he did.

CHAPTER 2
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When Verislow was face to face with the horse, the 
horse leaned down to his ear and whispered, “I’m 
Blokk, it means ‘dark one.’ The elves named me this 
because they were able to turn my head dark but 
not the rest of me. We are at Svartifoss falls. Do
you see all those large stones that resemble logs 
hanging over the waterfall? Those are black
ccolumns of lava. They were creatures that the
elves turned to stone. The elves have claimed the
waterfall as their home and they will turn on anyone 
who tries to enter it. They have powers. I used to 
drink from the waterfall and they didn’t like this.

They get very upset if they feel anyone is intruding 
on their territory. If they catch you under the
wwaterfall, they will stare you down as they dance 
around you and chant and you will begin to turn 
into lava and soon become part of the waterfall
too. When they caught me, there was only one elf 
and he didn’t have enough power to turn me into 
stone by himself. So I escaped, but they still want
to capture me.”
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Verislow listened to Blokk intently then he 
nodded his head and said, “I understand. I won’t 
go back to the waterfall.”

“But at some point you must go back or you will 
be stuck in Iceland forever and you will never get 
back home,” replied Blokk.

VVerislow had landed in Iceland, a small, beautiful 
country known for waterfalls, volcanoes, a blue 
lagoon and, of course, elves. He loved the idea of 
visiting Iceland, but he didn’t want to end up on 
the stone waterfall.

“So I must go back to the waterfall to get back 
home?” he asked Blokk.

““Yes, you must. If you go back in a fortnight with 
five drops of water from the blue lagoon and lava 
rock from one of the volcanoes, you will have one 
minute at midnight to stand beneath the falls and 
you will be protected from the elves and taken 
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back home. Only then will it work, but you must be 
there on time.”

“I can do that,” replied Verislow. “Just tell me, what 
is a fortnight?”

“It is two weeks. Let us go now.  We have a long 
way to go,” replied Blokk.

He leaned dHe leaned down and Verislow hopped on his back 
and they started off through Iceland, passing by 
green mountains and waterfalls along the way.

Blokk Blokk told Verislow how wonderful Iceland was 
and how he loved it. He loved living with his family 
and he was friends with creatures throughout the 
land. There were humpback whales that waved to 
him with their tales and puffins that flew above 
them.  All of these animal friends were very
important because thimportant because they all helped each other to 
avoid the elves. Elves were living in tiny cottages 
tucked into hills all over Iceland and they would
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try to trick you back to the falls at Svartifoss so 
they could turn you into lava. Sometimes they took 
on the form of another animal and it was hard to 
tell if the animal was real or an elf in disguise. So 
the animals developed a secret sign language
between them.

AAfter many hours of riding, Blokk grew tired and 
was ready for a rest. So he found a grassy field 
with a small hill that he used as a resting spot.
VVerislow dismounted Blokk and began to wander 
around. He slowly walked down the hill to the 
other side where he saw a stone cottage built into 
the hill beneath Blokk’s resting spot. He gazed at 
the cottage and then slowly meandered around 
picking up stones and admiring the landscape. He 
heard a noise from above that sounded like a small 
cocow mooing. Verislow looked up to see a puffin 
flying overhead. Then he looked straight ahead as 
he heard the door to the stone cottage start to 
creak open.
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Finish the story and tell us how Verislow gets
back to Goop World.

Make sure and submit your story ending to
GoopTales.com/Verislow

so the rest of the world can read it!

NOW IT’S UP TO YOU!
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